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Notes : Jullt 2015

timings are Universal Time. (,G.M.T.) (Deduct I hour from B.S.T.)
The Earth at Anhelion On the 6s. the Earth will be furthest from the Sun - 152,093,481 km., 1.016682122 Astronomical Units.
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The Planets

:

Mercury Currently a morning object, but approaching superior conjunction on the 23'd., after which it will be an evening object, but
july I't. ii will rise at 02.40, an hour before dawn and by the 20th. at 03.40, 20 minutes
never seftlng more thar% hour after sunset. On
before the Sun. On the 3l't. it will set at 20.10, 30 minutes after sunset. It starts the month in eastem Taurus, some 9o N.E. of Aldebaran.
Travelling E. it enters Gemini around the 9ft., cnosses it to enter Cancer on the 23'd., then crosses most of it to end the month close to the
border with Leo. A total travel of 60o !
Mid month it will be mag. -1.4, 5.4" diam., elongation l0o W.. and rising just after 03.00, an hour before dawn..
Venus : Remains an evening object, but getting earlier as it heads for inferior conjunction on August 1sft. At the start of the month. it will
setat22.20,2 hours after sunset, but by the end at 20.00,on1y l0 minutes after the Sun. On the l0h. Venus will be at its brightest this year,
ar mag. -4.5. At the beginning of the month it lies in western Leo. It moves E. l0o to a stationary point on the}3d.,then back 40 W. to the
end of the month. On the I't. it will pass only 0.4o S. of Jupiter, and on the 3l't. 6' S. of it. Around the 2l't it will lie some 30 N.W. of the
I't. mag. star Regulus, Alpha Leonis..
Mid month it will be mag. -4.5 , 40" diam., elong. 36o E. and setting at21.20.
Mars i

A morning object, which it will be for the rest of the year. On the 1't. it rises 2t03.25, only % hour before dawn. By the 3l't it
rises just after 03.00, 70 minutes before the Sun. It starts the month in western Gemini and travels 23" E. to end it near the border with
Cancer, and some 6o S. of Pollux, I't. mag. star Beta Geminorum.
Mid month Mars is mag. +1.6, diameter 3.6"., elong. Eo W. and rising at 03.10.
Jupiter : An evening object, but also geffing earlier as it heads for solar conjunction on August 26s. It begins the month setting at
z2.r1,zhours after sunset, and ending at 20.30, 40 minutes after the Sun. On the l't. it lies in western Leo and moves 7o S.E., to end the
month 20 N.W. of Regulus. On the l8h. at 1E.00, Jupiter will lie 4o N. of the very thin crescent Moon
Mid month it will be mag. +1.7, 32" diam., elong. 92o E. and setting at21.30.
Saturn : Continues to be agood eveningobject. On the l't. itrises around 17.00 and sets at 01.40. On the 31't. itrises around 15.00 and
sets at 23.40. Remaining in eastern Libra it moves 2o N.W. during the month.
Mid month it will be mag. +0.3, disc diam. 16.4", rings 40.3" (inclinedat24o), elong. l26o E. and setting at 00.40.
Titan, mag. 8.1 & elong. 190". Greatest W. elong. on July 2 &. 18. Greatest E. elong. on July ll &,27.
Uranus : Uranus rises at midnight at the start of the month, becoming nominally an evening & morning object, by the end at22.00. lt
continues to lie in S.E. Pisces, near the Cetus border. It travels 20 arc minutes N.E. to a stationary point on the 26ft., then turns back a few
minutes S.W. to the end of the month. It then lies 0.6o E.S.E. of the double str Zeta (86) Piscium (mags. 5.6 & 6.5, separation 23"). Ol
the 9th. at 03.00 it will be 0,Eo N. of the L.Q. Moon. An occultation will be visible from the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
Mid month it will be mag. 5.8, 3.5" diam., elong. 92o W. and rising just after 23.00.

Neptune : A late evening / morning object. At the beginning of

the month it rises at23.00, and by the end at21.00, an hour after sunset.
Remaining in N.E. Aquarius, it moves 7zo S.W. during the month. At the end it will then lie just over 2o N.W. of the mag.6.2 star 70 Aqu.
Un the 6e. at 08.00 it will be 3o S. of the nearly L.Q. Moon.
Mid month it will be mag. 7.E, 2.3" diam., elong. l33o W. and rising at 22.00.
Pluto (134340) I Pluto will be at opposition on July 6ft., so it gets its annual mention. Discovered by Clyde Tombaugh at the Lowell
Observatory in FlagstaffArizona in March 1930. The name 'Pluto'was suggested by an I I year old English schoolgirl in Oxford, Venetia
Burney, via gritish-asfionomer H.H.Turner. It was designated the 96. major planet, but in 2006 itwas demoted to be a'Dwarf Planet'by the
lnternational Astronomical Union, and given a number like all the other similar bodies and asteroids. It lies in what is now known as the
'Kuiper Belt'of objects outside the orbit of Neptune, although its highly eccentric orbit takes it inside Neptune's at one time during its orbital
period of 248 years, which is also inclined at l7o to the plane of the ecliptic. It has a diameter of 2,390km,70yo the size of our Moon and
21Yoits mass. Pluto has at least 5 satellites. The largest, Charon, discovered in 1978, has a diameter of 1,200 km. and is mag. 17.3. Pluto
will be in Sagittarius all year, at a visual magnitude from 14.3 to 14.6 The NASA spacecraft New Horizons is due to pass near Pluto on
July 14ft. and we should get some detailed photos of it.
At opposition on the 66. Pluto will be at R.A. 19h.00m.9s., Dec. -20o 43'., lying 36'E, of 5 mag. Xi I (36 Sag.) and42' N.E. of 3.5 magXi2
(37 Sag.). At mag 14.3 Pluto will need at least a 10" telescope to see it.

Meteors
Delta Aquarids : July
of Formal haut, mag. +l.l

15 - August 20. Two maxima and radiants. First on J:uly 29h. Radiant at R.A. 22h.36m., Dec, l7oS., l4oN.N.W.
Alpha Pisces Australis. Culmination at 02.00, altitude 22". Zenith Hourly Rate 20. Moon unfavourable. 2 days

before Full, setting-at 02.20 on the 30fi.
Second on August 6s., radiant at R.A. 23h.04m., Dec. +02o, l3o S.of mag. 2.6 Alpha Peg. Culmination at 02.00, altitude 41o, Z.H.R. 10.
Moon fairly unfavourable, I day before L.Q. rising at22.40.
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